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Announcements

The Editors announce
The Hika Prizes
to be awarded Spring 1966
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize
for Criticism
25 Dollars
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for Fiction
25 Dollars
The Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize
for Poetry
25 Dollars

James Dickey will give a reading of his poems in
the Peirce Hall Lounge Saturday evening, October
JO at 8 o'clock. Mr. Dickey has published four col
lections of poems, most of which have appeared in
leading publications, as The Kenyon Review and
The New Yorker.
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From the Editor

Recently the editors applied to the Special Projects Committee
to finance a special issue of Hika to be composed exclusively of out
side writers and illustrators. The request was denied, on the grounds
that our letter insufficiently explained the value of the project to the
student body. But we were requested to resubmit, explaining more
fully our purpose. I can only say that a special issue, aside from the
glamor of "name" writers we would be able to secure, would provide
the same benefits of the regular issues, the benefits of literature, but
a tougher and more professional literature. Clearly this is a chance
for Hika to make a name for itself, but even more important, it is an
opportunity for the student body.
"Literature is a valid approach to humanity," a friend once told
me. The overwhelming fact is that it is one of the few approaches
most will continue to pursue after college. The history major turns
his thoughts to his law firm, the political scientist to tax revisions
and defense budgets, the psychology major to job applicants. But a
pick up a book occasionally, and hopefully not for relaxation, but
because of concern for life.
How will they discern the dross from the lasting? Will they be
victims of the author who preys upon their predispositions? Wil
they leave college with a feeling that Cervantes and Swift are a
right when you have to pass freshman English, but not at all suitable
to genuine human understanding? Will a book of criticism remain
nothing but a source for next week's 1,500 word paper? Hopeful >
students will maintain a healthy enthusiasm for literature, some in
spite of, some because of the classroom. That sort of natural enthu
siasm is what I hope Hika represents. It should be ridiculous to have
to argue the cause for literature.
3

PHILIP S. RINALDO

Growing

The joy and laughter of childhood;
moist, dark pathways of wooded times;
galloping through the late night, chasing,
giggling and hiding from evil lights bearing down
and racing past, ignorant;
climbing young trees in late October
it was cold;
crawling through muddy tunnels that smelled of
sand and new concrete;
scrambling over sweet, sticky pine boards;
following crooked arrows;
shooting pistols on Sunday mornings while the
Quakers were singing and saying "Thee" within.
And in the summer lemonade for three cents,
drinking the rest;
and in the winter we walked on top of snow;
and when the spring days had passed
and the afternoons were over when we weren't
allowed to pick the funny iris,
it was summer, and we rode bikes for miles.
and never, never did we speak of God or sex
or Old Grandad or Albert Schweitzer, because
then everything was young and we were never tired.
And then we began to grow.
For the first time I said: "I feel lost..
and I didn't understand, really;
and there were puppies to be born at six o'clock
one Saturday morning and I didn't understand;
and the vows were made: "When I'm sixteen I'll
"
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but I never did;
and: "When I grow up I'll . . •"
but I never will, I know, because life is
never quite as sweet as dreams dreamt in
a high oak tree, or later with a butt behind the school,
or a beer in the back seat of a speeding car, when I realized
that a child I was no longer.
For now I must stop dreaming only and
start searching
and if you don't dream at night,
don't worry, sleep is more important.

5

BRUCE HAYWOOD

Thomas Mann and the Spiral Path
Thomas Mann's first novel, Buddenbrooks, published in 1900,
deals with four generations of a North German family of merchant
princes very much like Mann's own. Towards the end of the novel he
describes the death of the last male member of the Buddenbrook clan,
a frail and effeminate fourteen-year old. The child, whose whole being
proclaims the exhaustion of the virile Buddenbrook spirit, succumbs
quickly to typhoid fever. In a chapter remarkable for its mixture of
clinical description and evocative imagery, Mann proposes that in
death the boy has found deliverance from a world he was ill equipped
to cope with. Let me read the last few lines of the chapter:
When the fever is at its height, life calls to the patient, calls out
to him as he wanders in his distant dream, and summons him in no
uncertain voice. The harsh, imperious call reaches the spirit on that
remote path which leads into the shadows, the coolness and peace. He
hears the call of life, the clear fresh mocking summons to return to
that distant scene which he has already left so far behind him and
already forgotten. And there may well up in him something like a feel
ing of shame for a neglected duty, a sense of renewed energy, courage
and hope. He may recognize a bond still existing between him and
that stirring, colorful, callous existence which he thought he had left
so far behind him. Then, however far he may have wandered on his
distant path, he will turn back — and live. But if he shudders when
he hears life's voice, if the memory of that vanished scene and the
sound of that lusty summons make him shake his head, make him
put out his hand to ward off as he flies forward in the way of escape
that has opened to him — then it is clear that the patient will die.

I have come to view this paragraph as a sort of foundation stone
for all of Mann's works and a succinct statement of his major theme. I
shall not be so rash as to claim that this offers the only key to Mann's
productions or that Mann's works can be read only chronologically
with this as starting point. But I can say emphatically that Mann's
fifty years as a novelist were spent elaborating upon these metaphors
of life and death and the path that leads from the one into the other. I
hope today to show you what are the implications of these metaphors
and to demonstrate how Mann's world-view and his philosophy of art
were proposed through them.
In the lines I have quoted, death appears as a seductive realm of
peace, coolness and shade, a place of retreat from a life force represent6
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from them like parasites, whether in the form of food and shelter, in
come or applause. They are as blind to the interdependency of life and
death as are the simple children of life and they become just as frozen
ed as a harsh, cruel taskmaster who continually makes known his
claim upon mankind and demands service. With but slight variations
these images can be found in all of Mann's major productions, pro
viding the poles and tensions of his fictional world. Similarly there
persists as a central image in his novels the representation of man s
life as a path to be followed, either as a path which leads directly and
finally into death or as a spiral path which leads through death s realm
back into life. I say spiral rather than circular, because it brings the
individual back into life at a higher level, with a heightened awareness
and understanding such as cannot be gained by those who exclude
death from life altogether.
In the individual works as well as in Mann's productions as a
whole there develops about the terms "life" and "death" a complex
association of ideas, all of which may be summed up in a given context
by saying of one character that he is "a child of life" or of another that
"he lives under the aegis of death."
Life, as Mann uses the term, means the life force itself, that force
which has as its function the preservation of the race. To it all else is
necessarily subordinate. It makes all other things possible, even death
and disease, and to it each individual owes what he comes to call his
life. It is a naive force, pushing, up-thrusting, eruptive, and often it.^
manifestation is cruel, ruthless, and seemingly destructive as when,
for example, one organism is devoured by other. It is itself without
real complexity, yet it forces on individuals a complexity of relation
ships, vital less to procreation than to the sustaining of the species.
Thus, associated with the life force are certain order patterns, such a->
social or ethical systems, and such supposedly bourgeois virtues as re
spect for law and order, fidelity and respectability, responsibility and
a sense of duty. Above all else, Mann sees the life force expressing it
self in activity, activity which sustains the race, such as agriculture
and commerce. It is present in the will to conquer, the desire to pro
vide for family and heirs, and in the struggle for ascendancy over les
ser beings.
The children of life, as Mann represents them, are as naive and
un-selfconscious as life itself. They take life as they find it and rejoice
in the living of it, accepting the bonds of social convention, the pre
vailing ethic, the limitations of the world in which they find them
selves. Theirs is, so to speak, a framed existence and they find their
7

fulfillment within the frame. To use one of Mann's favorite metaphors,
they are so much involved in the dance of life that they have no chance
to know its patterns and its significance. Their concern is for the
moment and death means to them only an end to their physical exis
tence.
Let me not, though, give the impression that Mann's children of
life are universally thick-skinned and thick-headed. There is wide
diversity among them, ranging from Herr Kloterjahn of the novella
Tristan, whose very name suggests that he epitomizes vulgarity, to
Hans Hansen of Tonio Kroger, a handsome and intelligent youth who
excels at all he does. Yet, delightful and graceful as many of them are,
they are like the vulgar and clumsy of their number in lacking a higher
vision of themselves and of humanity. Thomas Mann, it is plain, long
ed to give them a better sense of their own worth and a nobler vision of
the race. He sought, in fact, for a way to let them see the patterns and
a purpose even while they danced.
Mann's early works are, on the whole, less concerned with the
children of life than with those who live under the aegis of death.
Death in Mann's world takes a variety of guises, but all proceed from
a notion of death as the cessation of life-supporting activity. Contem
plation, speculation, dreaming, the loss of self in aesthetic experience
these mean withdrawal from life and are seen as expressions of
death. The arts have their roots in death, as does conceptual thought.
Now, in themselves these manifestations may support or enhance life,
even as sleep supports life, but they become dangerous and threaten
life when they gain the ascendancy. Thus, it is one of the signs of
the decay of the later Buddenbrooks that they neglect their business
and family responsibilities for literature and music, whereas the older
members of the family had kept these within appropriate limits. It is
characteristic of some of Mann's figures that they make the arts a
substitute for life altogether, choosing to spend their lives in death's
domain.
The particular danger for those who find death's realm seductive
is that they may become increasingly hostile to life in all its manifesta
tions. Thus they are led to break with their families and with society.
They are prone to cultivate their individuality and their differences.
They may fall victim to egocentricity and narcissism. Yet — and this
is one of the sustained ironies in Mann's world — they remain para
doxically dependent upon the children of life, drawing nourishment
in their particular category. Ultimately, they may be overcome by a
desire to have revenge on life and life's children, with the end being
8

nihilism and despair. Mann's works contain a gallery of such figures
— bohemians, charlatans, petty despots, and pseudo-artists, some of
them crippled or diseased. Let me identify just a few.
There is Gerda Buddenbrook, mother of the last of the line. She
lives in a private world of music and self-indulgence, accepting all the
bourgeois world gives her by way of security, luxury, and tolerance,
but giving nothing in return, neither love to her husband nor allegiance
to the family's traditions.
There is Detlev Spinell, the artist manque of the novella Tristan,
who has fled from life into aestheticism. He is unvirile, uncreative, ir
responsible — "a dissipated baby" Mann calls him. After his sexless
seduction of Frau Kloterjahn, he addresses a letter to her husband,
a characteristic outburst against the life force: "I cannot bear all this
dull, uncomprehending, unperceiving living and behaving, this world
of maddening naivete about me! It tortures me until I am driven iiresistably to set it all in relief, in the round, to explain, express, and
make self-conscious everything in the world . . . Kindly permit me to
tell you, sir, that I hate you. I hate you and your child as I hate the
life of which you are representative: cheap, ridiculous, but yet trium
phant life, the everlasting enemy of Beauty. You are stronger than I
.... I have only the Word, avenging weapon of the weak. Today I
avail myself of that weapon. This letter is nothing but an act of re-1
venge. ..."
Siegfried Aarenhold, an aesthete like Spinell, has his revenge
upon life by seducing his twin sister on the eve of her wedding to one
of the bourgeoisie. Then there is Naphta of The Magic Mountain, a
Jesuit who is also a voluptuary, whose arguments end in cynicism and
the advocating of terror as the only tool of the pedagogue. There is
Mario's magician, who uses his talents to tyrannize and pervert simple
souls. All of them are so far along the path into death that there can
be no though of their turning back. Their lust is to corrupt, to destroy,
or to seduce the children of life into their sphere. (Curiously enough,
some of Mann's readers and even some critics have thought that his
sympathies lay with such characters, their confusion leading them to
label Mann a misanthrope.)
Mann's major figures are neither children of life exclusively nor
devotees of death, but men who feel the pull of both worlds. I have
pointed out that the image of the spiral path which leads back into
life appeared in Mann's first novel, written when he was in his early
twenties. The problem of movement between the two worlds was, then,
early proposed, but it took Thomas Mann decades before he solved
9

his own problem and found a way of satisfactorily demonstrating
movement along the spiral path. I want now, using three of Mann's
heroes to illustrate my argument, to show how he moved towards a
resolution.
We begin with Tonio Kroger, artist hero of an early novella. As
a child Tonio is poignantly aware that he is different from the blond
and blue-eyed who are his schoolmates. Instead of finding pleasure as
do they in horses and getting good grades, he loses himself in poetr>'
and music. At this stage his sense of being different brings him only
pain. He sees no reward in it and his most fervent longing is to be "like
them." On reaching manhood he breaks out of the framed world of the
mercantile city in the north and moves to Munich, the German Venice,
there to write and make a life in art. But, repelled as he had been by
the provincialism and crassness of his native city, he is no less offended
by what he finds in Munich: aestheticism, self-indulgence, retreat from
life into the artificial world of the coffeehouse. More and more he feels
a gulf between the world of his childhood and the world of death into
which he has drifted. The blond and blue-eyed remain indifferent to
what he writes, yet his whole being rebels against the bohemians'
scornful dismissal of them. Literature, he concludes sadly, is not a
profession, but a curse, dooming him to an empty, barren world of
the spirit. Like disease and criminality, art seems an offense against
life. At the low-point of his despair he compares artists to castrated
choirboys: "We sing very prettily, but. . .
In this moment of crisis his bourgeois origins thrust themselves
forward. He resolves to make a new beginning, to find his way back
to some kind of relationship with the world of life. In his home town
again, he is taken for a confidence man and nearly arrested, a remind
er to him that the bourgeoisie continue to view with him suspicion.
Yet he sees in the fact that the ancestral home of the Krogers has
been made into a public library a happy reconciliation of bourgeois
and spirit, and he comes to believe that the bourgeois within himself
can nourish his art. Thus he starts afresh, determined to find his way
to a form of art which will link the two worlds. At the end he is able
to write a friend:
I stand between two worlds. I am at home in neither and con
sequently it is hard for me. You artists call me a bourgeois and the
bourgeoisie want to arrest me — I don't know which is worse. The
bourgeois are stupid, but you who worship beauty, who call me phleg
matic and without aspiration, you ought to realize that there is a way
of being an artist that goes so deep and is so much a matter of origins
and destiny that nothing seems to it sweeter and more worthwhile
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than the bliss of the commonplace. I can admire those proud, cold be
ings who adventure on the paths of great and daemonic beauty and
who despise mankind, but I don't envy them. For if anything is cap
able of making a poet out of a man of letters, it is my bourgeois love
of the human, the living, the ordinary. All warmth, goodness and
humor stem from it ... I am looking into an unknown and shapeless
world that needs to be ordered and given form. I see into a tumult of
shadows of human figures who beckon to me to weave spells to re
deem them, tragic or ridiculous figures and some that are both at the
same time — and I am particularly drawn to these. But my deepest
and most secret love belongs to the blond and blue-eyed, the fair and
living, the happy, lovable and ordinary."

The novella Tonio Kroger is more than an attempt to define a
relationship between the worlds of life and death. It is also a portrait
of the artist as a young man and as such poses questions about the
nature and function of art. These are, however, altogether relevant to
the larger theme, for in Mann's view it is a prime function of art to
link the two worlds. The distinction which Tonio Krtfger makes be
tween the poet and the man of letters is a vital one for Thomas Mann.
Art which does not address itself to the world of life and which does
not draw its substance from that world will be something less than
art. Tonio Kroger comes to see that the debt he owes to life can be
paid only if he uses his talents in the service of the blond and blueeyed. From the vantage point his own duality affords him he can pro
save him from barpose a vision for them. His love for the living_ can
^I
renness and frustration, a love which has become, as he says, that
love celebrated as love that envieth not, thinketh no evil, rejoiceth in
truth.
Tonio Kroger establishes Mann's philosophy of art, the novella
does not go far towards resolving the problem of movement between
the two worlds. It is at best a tentative step, for Tonio seems to
have learned only that the path can turn back towards life, but not
into it. One thinks of him uncomfortable in a middle ground, a man
between, with one foot in each world and yet at home in neither. In
deed, the persistent image of Tonio is as we see him towards the close
°f the novella, sitting behind a glass door and watching the blond and
blue-eyed as they move to the rhythms of the dance. He seems for
ever doomed to be outside, always the observer and never a dancer,
never to embrace a partner, never to be really a part of that life he
loves.
A quarter century after Tonio Kroger comes The Magic Moun
tain, Mann's most ambitious and best novel. Its hero, Hans Castorp,
11

is no artist but an engineer and, as Mann is at some pains to point
out, a rather undistinguished representative of the bourgeoisie, at
least when first we meet him. Like Kroger, Castorp is born into the
world of the blond and blue-eyed, but this time it is no sense of be
ing different, no self-consciousness or hypersensitivity that leads
Mann's hero to adopt a critical stance towards that world. Indeed,
Castorp feels perfectly at home in the world of his forefathers and
he has no thought but to find fulfillment within its frame.
It is a chance visit to a cousin, a patient in a TB sanitarium,
that introduces him to the world of disease and death on top of the
mountain and there he contracts the disease himself and lingers on
for seven long years. There on the magic mountain — magic in the
first instance because on it all conventional notions of time and space
are destroyed — Castorp is initiated into the mysteries of life and
death. About him and within him rages a struggle for supremacy as he
is exposed to this and that aspect. Mann proposes, indeed, that the
history of Western civilization has been a continuing war between
forces which seem to champion life or death, with European man as
the prize. It is a war between humanism, enlightment, democracy, and
reason on the one side and irrationalism, hedonism, terror, and
romanticism on the other. Castorp, confused by claim and counter
claim, is pulled this way ar.d that, though increasingly the world of
death seems to have more to offer. Indeed, he passes a milestone when
he realizes that his experience of death in its several guises has given
him insights and understanding that would have forever eluded him
in the flatlands. He passes a second milestone when he recognizes that
the essence of all life is movement and change. Systems, whatever
their inspiration and intent, become a threat to life when they seek
to arrest that movement or change, when they claim the full allegi
ance of men, or when they seek to give permanent definition.
It is a dream-vision which eventually shows Castrop where he
must stand and which persuades him that love alone can redeem
mankind. Lost on a skiing trip and exhausted after a long struggle to
find his way through a raging snowstorm, Castorp falls into a halfsleep. His dream, the product of his exalted, confused state, seems
more like a long-cherished memory, something rising from within him
after being long forgotten or never fully apprehended. The vision is
of a lovely Mediterranean landscape with the sea beyond. I shall quote
just a few sections of Mann's account:
All the sunny region . . .was peopled far and wide. On every hand
were human beings, children of the sun and sea, moving about or sit-
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tine They were handsome young people, so blithe, so good and gay,
so appealing to the eye - at the sight of them Hans Castorp s whole
heart opened in responsive love, keen almost to the point of pain.
Some young men were working with horses . . . others
^
lying prone on a rock . . . Others sat straining forward to fling their
bait far out . . . Children played happily among the breaking waves
. "How
. . . Couples strolled along the beaches in intimate embrace . .
lovely, how lovely", Hans Castorp breathed. "How joyous and attrac
tive thev are; how fresh and healthy, happy and clever they look. 1
isn't their outer form alone; they seem so wise and gentle through anc
through. That's what makes me love them, the spirit that spe
of them, the manner in which they live and play together.' By wh.ch
he meant the friendliness the courteous regard these children of the
sun showed to one another, a calm, reciprocal reverence veiled in
smiles . . . .

Castorp's attention is drawn to what seems to be a temple in the
background and there, to his horror, he sees two ancient ag.
membering and devouring a child. He awakes sti revo e .
continues to lie there in the snow, his mind wrestles with the vision.
"I have dreamed of man's state, of his courteous and enlightens
social state, behind which, in the temple, the horrible blood-sacri c
was consummated. Were they, the children of the sun, so sweetly courteous to one another in silent recognition of that horror? It would be
a fine and right conclusion that they drew. I will hold tojemin my
soul ... I will let Death have no sovereignty over my
therein lies goodness and love of humankind, and in nothing
that is stronger
Love stands opposed to death. It is love, not reason,
_weet thoughts. And from love
than death. Only love, not reason, gives s
form and civilization, friendly
and sweetness alone can form come. L_
in silent recognition of the
enlightened human intercourse
always
with death in my heart, yet I will
blood sacrifice ... 3 will keep faith
humanremember that faith with death and the dead is evil hostile to huma
kind as soon as we give it power over thought and deed.

As clear as Castorp's vision has been and as emphatic as the
statement of his own position is, by the time he has struggled >ac
to the sanitarium the details of the vision are no longer clear to him.
It seems
In the days that follow the memory grows ever more va^ueplain that the heightened, excited, nearly delirious state which prommoned up in
duced the vision is not one to be sustained nor even summon
ill
permit
him,
amidst the
daily life. Castorp needs something that w
both
the
essence
of his
bustle of life in the flatlands, to conjure up
Id
of
death.
This
vision and what he has learned to cherish in the wor
even more
comes with his discovery of art, specifically of music and
which
precisely music on phonograph records. The phonograph
13

Mann calls "the German soul brought up to date" — is something
of an analogue to the Kroger home that became a library in that it
weds the world of technology (Castorp is an engineer, remember) and
the world of pure spirit. Castorp finds in certain recorded pieces of
music, to which he can turn at will, a way of evoking associations and
memories of his most significant experiences. One song in particular,
which Mann calls "folk song and artistic masterpiece at the same
time, becomes his particular favorite. The song whispers to him of
a new world of love and the future, but behind the song is the world
of death he has come to know and love. It is that song which Castorp
has on his lips when last we see him, come down from the mountain
to live and fight on the plain. He disappears from our view, his story
unfinished, a nearly anonymous German soldier going into battle in
World War I.
Castorp learns much on the mountain. The sense of commitment,
the awareness and the hope that he takes back to the flatlands he
owes to his sojourn in the world of death. He goes back to take his
place among the dancers; he is not left dangling between the two
worlds nor left forever behind a glass door. Clearly, then The Magic
Mountain goes a step farther than Tonio Kroger, and yet the ending
of the work is a little unsatisfactory. Castorp has been granted a
vision of a higher humanity, but it remains a private vision. Mann
gives no clue as to how Castorp can ever communicate this vision to
the others. We are not shown just how he will work it out in his own
life among the blond and blue-eyed, for the novel ends only with the
hope that somehow a nobler mankind will emerge from the bloodsacrifice of the war.
Castorp goes back into life and thus follows the spiral through
its first curl. Yet the resolution proposed by The Magic Mountain
is still not one which permits us to speak properly of movement, not
of continual movement at least, between the two worlds.
Mann found the way to a final resolution through Goethe, the
poet who was also a man of the world, the artist who was lover, hus
band and father. It took a novel with Goethe at its center, called in
English The Beloved Returns, for Mann really to come to grips with
this personality who must have for so long seemed an enigma to him.
It is worth noting that, as Mann away from the notion of the artist
embodied in Tonio Kroger towards that embodied in the confidence
man Felix Krull, he turned increasingly towards Goethe and away
from Schiller, a Krdger-like artist with whom Mann strongly identi
fied himself in his youth. Indeed, the idea of constant memamorphosis
14

of the self which is embraced by Felix Krull is Goethe s own.
Thomas Mann's last novel, The Confessions of the Confidence
Man Felix Krull, left unfinished at his death, will probably become
his most popular work. It is a remarkable novel in many respects:
marvellously comic as Mann rarely is, delightful in its action, and a
sustained self-parody that is hardly to be relished to the full by anyone who has not read Mann's earlier works. Here Mann has reversed
that order of things we find in his other treatments. Instead of finding
his way through art to disease, evil and corruption, Krull finds n^^ay
to life and art out of the world of corruption and crime into which he
is born.
Krull is a brilliantly conceived character and certainly one of the
most amiable rogues in literature. He is not of common clay, but bless
ed with many talents, as he is quick to recognize for himself. Central
to his development is the knowledge, early acquired, that he can en
hance the lives of others as well as his own by being something other
than he really is. It is his discovery, in fact, that his own instinctive
desire to play a part finds a welcome response in others that leads him
to become first a confidence man and second a writer
thoug t e
implication of the novel is that the two are one and the same identity.
Let me emphasize, though, that Krull's whole being depends upon
maintaining a balance between what he takes from others and what
he gives. He has only scorn for the performer who prostitutes himself
to please others, even as he rejects those who use their audience to
satisfy their private hungers. In fact, Krull quickly develops s own
metaphor of sexual fulfillment to express the relationship between
himself and others. His first visit to the theater, where, characteris
tically, he spends as much time observing the audience as he oes e
performers, confirms what he has come to know through his own ex
perience: namely, that the members of the audience, in craving a
vision of life such as the artist affords them, are expressing a gen
eral human need, implanted by God Himself in human nature, Note
what he concludes about the relationship between performer an
audience:
"It was the devotion and drive of his heart towards that yearning
crowd that made him skillful in his art. And if he bestows upon them
the joy of life and they satiate him with their applause for doing so.
is that not a mutual fulfillment, a meeting and marriage of his year
ing and theirs?"

The most important lesson Krull learns is one which Castorp was
long time in learning, namely that the essence of all life is change.
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Krull takes particular delight in little children, the raw material that
can develop into anything, but all about him he sees men and women
in bondage: people frozen, so to speak, into a particular form of life,
their life-blood turned to ice. Some are held fast by their utter com
mitment to a particular creed, others by the limits of their personality
or by a role assumed for all time, but all of them because they lack a
higher vision of themselves. Krull, seeking a way to repay the world for
the talents and the joy he has been granted, sees his function as that
of liberating others form their bonds. But first he must release him
self.
This he does by embracing the notion of constant metamorphois. Blessed as he is with an integrity of person and with self-assur
ance, he embraces each new stage of existence with joy. He adapts
himself to circumstance and environment, making his way by always
seeming to be something other than what he is in fact. Thus he de
lights in his successive roles as artist's model, street urchin, elevator
operator, thief, waiter and aristocrat, drawing from each every drop
of pleasure and profit, but abandoning each one without a backward
look when a new role presents itself. He learns that any role demands
self-discipline and careful preparation, for it is harder to live it con
sciously than unconsciously. He must learn too to distinguish care
fully between the role and the true self which only he knows, for he
cannot let himself be trapped by any assumed identity. He rejects
equally such roles as would let him take without being able to give
full measure in return and such as would see him exploited. In short,
throughout his several metamorphoses Krull retains a vision of him
self which he works hard to realize and a goal towards which he
moves purposefully and imaginatively. That vision of himself has its
source in his genuine love for humanity and the candidly expressed
desire to have that love returned. This dictates to him his creed: that
"he who loves the world shapes himself to please it," and moves him
towards a role in which he may serve that largest number. The clarity
of his vision saves him from pitfalls and allows him always to view
himself with a certain detachment. Irony is as fundamental to his be
ing as is sexuality.
Krull feels strongly in his own person the divided pulls of life
and death. He is drawn instinctively to the children of life, but he
laments their stupidity and their readiness to let themselves be ex
ploited and tyrannized. He is equally drawn to death in all its mani
festations: to crime, deception, music, decay. His own talents, he be
lieves, have their roots in that world. Yet he reconciles these worlds
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in his own being and his creativity springs from the tensions between
the two poles in his person. He can move freely in either world, be
cause he can assume an identity appropriate to either, yet his true
being is held fast in neither. What redeems him is his resolve, born
out of love for mankind, that his talents shall never be used for evil
nor for his own gratification exclusively. Like Mario's magician, Krull
proposes images of man, man in different states of being. The differ
ence is that the magician, egocentric and a dweller in death, proposes
man as a soulless creature whose instincts can be perverted and whose
identity destroyed, while Krull always seeks to bring forth the butter
fly from the chrysalis. His own metamorphoses, he comes to see, can
suggest to others how they can escape their bondage by moving to
realize a higher image of themselves.
Like Kroger and Castorp before him, Krull recognizes that the
worlds of life and death complement one another and that the great
est danger is to see either as a whole in itself. But he goes farther than
either Kroger or Castrop was able to do: Kroger because his vision
was incomplete, Castorp because he found no way to relate his private
vision to others. Krull extends the path into a continuous rising spiral.
As he moves along it, he takes, but always too he gives. His existence,
no matter how society may judge him, is never parasitic. Nor is his
life a bed of roses. He knows suffering and deprivation; he practices
self-denial and restraint. He learns to accept the hard fact that the
birth of a new personality must be preceded by the death of another,
for this is part of the price to be paid for conscious life. Each level to
which he attains represents a conquest of himself as well as of cir
cumstance and at each he is better able to give to others. When at
last he turns to art, to writing his confessions, he does so not out of
a desire for self-glorification nor even of self-revelation, but as a sur
render even of his jealously guarded private self in order to serve
mankind.
Krull completes the development begun with Kroger and con
tinued in Castorp. His confessions represent that poetry which Kro
ger longed to write, a work of art, created out of love, which offers to
mankind a vision of life on a higher plane. At the same time, his own
development points the way to that higher humanity of which ( astorp dreamed, when the self is subordinated out of love and in re
sponse to some nobler vision. In the end, Thomas Mann proposes that
art is not only a bridge between life and death, but also, like Goethe s
Eternally Feminine, that which can draw man up to successively
higher levels of being.
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MICHAEL BERRYHILL

The New Woods

Lying here this morning, I thought
Of the other new days, a kind of autumn,
When I swung a blue lunch pail
And smelled of creased, stiff bluejeans;
And how the leaves never changed
In endless march of chlorophyll days.
It is spring like my old green autumns.
I lie in an old house:
Shadow pictures smile from the wall,
Wall-lines mark where the children grew up,
A long-rifle hangs on the mantle,
A musty gas heater burns lowly.
I would put on my jacket
And walk in the new woods, smoking,
But I would be alone.
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Walk

The close, steamy heat sends me
Down a jungle garden path of
Bushes curving towards ferns,
Ferns bending to grass,
Tips of grass touching earth,
And earth pulling, pulling.
Sometime ago I stalked
Atop a catwalk in an acid plant,
Amidst upreaching clouds of smoke,
Lungs singed by sulphur fumes,
Ash caked on everything.
Bees are hovering over weed-flowers,
Lightening bugs crawling over ferns.
I was climbing over girders.
The floor was pulling, pulling.
I found a very quiet barn.
A possum lay there, inside out.
Grass was growing through him.
My life has been so noisy.
An acid bath awaits me;
There is concrete for my head.
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TONY DITARDO

Poem

And many leaves are washed away
the plants by drought left bare
for this i care
water their roots
unfold their dried forms
open their pores
for sun to heal
for light to enter
to lift upwards.

BILL HENDRICKS

Sea Break

As when bitter salt sea-pounded sears no more men's eyes,
Nor further Ocean flays, ceases her harsh delights,
But men huddled close test limbs on the stilled beach,
Their black lashes dripping as they gaze
At Helios' far-shining return —
So now my joyful breast expands.
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CARL THAYLER

The Expectation

The oldest of three men, tho
not the lesser part of the hole
they stand at, dug by him,
who from past practise knows
now the polished doors at the chapel
will open and the procession fill
the courtyard, hesitantly deciding
the order of march. He brings
to face two hands for catching
laughter, afterwards Ava Maria
he promises the others to finish
the joke and finding the way
over a shirt front to pockets, he
puts his hands where money goes.
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The Veteran

I shall open
a can and place
food under stairs
he won't climb, or
can't. "He came fif
teen years ago,
full grown." One eye
gone, the other
now on the blink,
he steps, pauses:
the air he sniffs
must suffice till
his bowl is filled
and I emptied
or reasons for
hanging about.
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RICHARD G. FREEMAN

"We're Lost!"
Saul Bellow and the Novel of the Community.

From the middle of the fifth decade of this century to the pre
sent, the standards of literature have been grouping around everchanging and modifying centers. The chaos and hostility that oc
cupied the forties brought with it altogether new patterns which be
came imposed on the social realities of the time and are still under
going re-adjustment today. Of course, the over-riding theme that oc
cupied the attention of writers from the visionary company of Malraux
and Camus to the burlesque troupe of contemporary Jewish writers —
from which Bellow, the subject of this essay, can be excluded — is
the problem of man's finding his way to individuality within a society.
The Jewish writers, for the most part, we can dismiss simply, by
discussing their crude devices. Malamud, Roth, & Co. contain their
discussion of isolation to self-contradictory explorations of group or
class and not individual freedom. To convey their themes, which are
supposedly relevant to the real world, they choose the tedious vehicles
of metaphor or processed liteary convention. The major portions of
Malamud's collection, The Magic Barrel, deal with a low class Jewish
merchant-type's discovering evidence of Jewish lore within a totally
unreal and unlikely scheme. This pattern is intended to prove Mala
mud's dictum: "All men are Jews." In one of the most amusing but
inconsequential of these conceits, "The Angel Levine," a sad fellow
whose wife is dying, is visited by a Negro who passes himself off as a
Jewish angel and offers his divine assistance. The forlorn fellow, not
knowing how to handle his absurd visitor, dismisses him abruptly,
k rom that moment, his wife begins to decline steadily. In a last des
perate effort, the old guy goes to Harlem in search of Levine, who he
finds in a belly-slapping bout with a whore. He begs for the angel's
aid. Levine, sweating and grimacing, promises that he will take ac
tion. When the wretched man returns to his apartment, he finds his
wife up and about, mopping the floor. As if Malamud hasn't already
made his point, he has his character shout in exultation, "Sadie!
There are Jews everywhere!"
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The author follows this with other fables about lonely middleagers who visit Italy to find new life and eventual disappointment at
the hands of the International Jewish Conspiracy.
Malamud's solution for alienation is quite simple. He proposes
that one must find a social or ethnic matrix with which one can iden
tify, and that the most apparent and natural of all matrices is Juda
ism. His method, though, is irrational in its simplicity and fantasy.
He refuses to confront real situations.
Philip Roth, though, does somewhat better by the same argu
ment. In his "Goodbye-Columbus," he at least presents a genuinely
human situation. In the misguided, socially-beset, and lust-ridden love
of Brenda and Neil, Roth develops one suggested solution to group
alienation — the progress of the person-to-person relationship. Like
Baldwin, he believes in Love as the universal panacea. His works,
though, admit to the difficult and untenable nature of a love spawned
in an alien and unproductive society. Nevertheless, as a Jewish
author, he succeeds where the unabashed matzoh-\endors like Malamud and Fiedler (oi vey!) fail. The Jewish theme is understated, used
as a background. Neil and Brenda share one of their most consequen
tial confrontations against the raucous background of a middle-class
Jewish wedding. By using the Jewish theme thusly, to supplement his
landscape, Roth provides a more adequate and less blatant picture
of Jewish mores while examining a unique and very relevant relation
ship.
The absence of any kind of human relationship is one possible
shortcoming in Bellow's works which must be stated before proceed
ing with a discussion of his two most thematically telling novels —
Dangling Man and Herzog. These two novels, and others that I have
looked into, like Augie March and Henderson, the Rain King, proceed
from the internal strife of a separate character and end with com
pletely internal resolutions. Joseph, the Dangling Man, speaks his
piece in the form of a diary. He lives more or less alone, enjoying
occasional visits from his wife in a small apartment he has rented in
which to live, jobless, while awaiting word from the draft hoard on
his induction. Joseph feels no compulsion to communicate with any
one except himself and some mythical guest character in his diary
whom he names "The Spirit of Alternatives." Similarly, Moses
Herzog, an enormously self-important and self-excited man, shares no
mutual relationship with anyone. Ramona, the closest to him physical
ly, is as typed and abstract as the cheesecake decorations on a pinball machine. While reclining on the bed where he is to screw her, he
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contemplates the fate of man in a mechanized society.
In Bellow, then, we find no outright communal sense among
characters, not even (except for The Victim — an anomalous novel),
an implication of a vast group consciousness. Joseph is not identified
ethnically, and, though he is certainly aware of his Jewish friends,
not much is made of Herzog's Jewishness. Unlike Roth or Baldwin,
Bellow does not undertake to explore a typical relationship, made so
by forces exerted by the society. His sole province is the man, the in
dividual case, and he expresses the man and his alienation in the form
of a monologue.* He confronts man as an absolute in spirit and of
evolutionary potential, instead of man as a victim of social forces.
A. N. Kaul, a contemporary critic, has written that "a common
theme of the American imagination has been the problem of recon
ciling individual freedom with a mode of social life to which the in
dividual can give his allegiance without danger of impairing his moral,
spiritual, or psychological integrity." This is essentially the guiding
theme of Dangling Man, Bellow's first novel, written when the last
war was far from peaceful resolution. At the time it was the obvious
ground on which the novelist was to work — that condition that
struck home deepest with the G.I.'s serving time on hostile islands,
and the citizens marking time and hoping against the destruction of
a hostile world. However, I feel that Bellow is not the kind of novelist
who bends his themes to suit the needs or condition of the time. He
has concerned himself with the individual in the major portion of
his works because he apparently considers the theme in need of con
stant development. This belief is expressed in the movement of both
Dangling Man and Herzog. Both dramatize a corrosive, internal rest
lessness, which, shared with another person or community, would
seem downright bathetic. They continue to a point of temporary rest
(Josephs army barracks; Herzog's chateau in Ludeyville) and there
allow that internal turbulence to give way to a glimpse of peace. And
the central question for which both present a tenable solution is this:
what is it to l>e truly human?
The answers that they transmit far surpass those provided bv
the static relationships of Twain, James Fenimore Cooper, and James
Baldwin. At the end of Huck Finn, for example, and in every revela
tion that overtakes Jim and Huck, we witness only a sen.se of equiliI he structure and pace of the narrative convey the essence of Herzog s Jew
ishness. For his monologue, in its comic-pathetic quality, reproduced the mood
of the Jewish mryhsa. a type of long-winded story. The particular comic nature
's that comedy of nakedness endemic to the Yiddish theatre.
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brium and not a full peace, nothing that redounds to the whole human
condition.
In Dangling Man, Bellow gives us Joseph, a clerk in a travel
agency and a man of slightly higher than average intelligence who
discovers that he is about to be called into service by the army. Feel
ing that he will get the call any minute, he completely jettisons life
as he has known it, rejects his domestic obligations — his job, his
uneventful homelife — and rents an apartment on the South side of
Chicago where he finishes the reading he had never done and begins
a diary — an internal monologue. In the first entry, he reveals that
what had begun as "a holiday, a reprieve," had deepened into "a state
of demoralization." Seven months have elapsed since he first took up
residence; no word has come from the draft board. Joseph's entire
physical activity is suspended — he begins to "dangle" — and his
imagination achieves the levels that had been previously denied it by
the imposition of a daily physical routine. He begins various essays,
on Diderot and the philosophers of the Enlightenment, and for the
first time he becomes more thoroughly acquainted with his nature. In
this sense, he is the typical Bellow character: he is a quiet idealist; he
wants to find genuine self-fulfillment and to claim a valid and reward
ing role in society. By presenting the "Old Joseph" as an ordinary per
son, operating in a painfully recognizable scheme. Bellow implies that
his nature is hardly unique; his aspirations are common to us all. Each
of us, if suspended from reality like Joseph, would find new levels of
imagination and ambition within ourselves. Only one barricade looms
to prevent this wide awakening: it is difficult in our time to convert
deep metaphysical aspirations into significant action, given the dis
crepancy between what the human imagination can generate and what
the physical individual can conceive. This point will he clarified fur
ther in my discussion of Herzog, hut it is important to bring it in here,
for this irresoluble tension pervades both Ixjoks and represents one fac
tor that induces the two characters to turn within themselves for all
issues and answers.
Bellow is an extremely cerebral writer, and his novels sometimes
read like enactments of psychological case studies with a unifying lay
er of philosophy — philosophy of an imaginative and social variety.
In Dangling Man, Bellow presents his case in the form of a dramati
zation of Nietzschean philosophy, roughly resembling Dostoevsky's
\otes from the I nderground. For the action of suspension or "dang
ling" accurately approximates Zarathustra's "going under" in an effort
to r >mplete his search for identity. And in the solitude of his flat, in
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the pages of his diary, Joseph confronts Zarathustra's contention that
"man is a thing to be surmounted." Indeed, he gains a new awareness
of himself and of his human qualities. Witness his account of arising
in the morning, a practice that he would rehearse without comment
in his former condition:
Re-entering waking life after the regeneration (when it is that)
of sleep. I go in the Ixxly from nakedness to clothing and in the mind
from relative purity to pollution, (p. 11)

This and other passages indicate much more than just a subtle
study of solitude. In their Nietzschean cadences, Joseph's flights of
self-observation bespeak of a constant effort at re-evaluation and
eventual resurrection. He takes great pains to distinguish for the
reader between the contrasting attitudes of the "Old Joseph" and the
"New:"
(The Old) He does not have what people call an 'open look, hut
is restrained — at times, despite his amiability, forbidding. He is a
person greatly concerned with keeping intact and free from encum
brance a sense of his own being, its importance. Yet he is not abnor
mally cold, nor is he egotistic. He keeps a tight hold because, as he
himself explains, he is keenly intent on knowing what is happening to
him. He wants to miss mothing.

The old Joseph, then, pursues his attachment to reality with a
vitality based on his desire to predict his outcome — to be assured of
his own mortality. He is not yet concerned about a role, but only a
place in society. He speaks of a sense of "not belonging to the world;
his fear of being snuffed out by worldly disregard leads him into great
er insignificance, so that he "clings to the nearest passers-by, to
brothers, parents, friends and sisters." It is only when he asks the
question: "How should a good man live; what ought he to do? that
the Old Joseph is discarded in favor of an altogether new identity and
an emancipation of a definite role. In separating himself from deaden
ing reality, he affirms the Nietzschean assertion that the man who
most ably perceives his place in the universe is he who steps out of it
long enough and far enough to regard his former place and, like
I horeau in Walden, determine how it can be developed into greater
•significance. Only from this point can man be of any benefit to his
society. Mere "neighbor love," or supposedly beneficial activity within
the human community does little toward the aim of achieving a com
mon humanity. Development of the self is paramount. In Nietzsche
view, neighborliness is as successful as Herzog s equivalent virtue.

.»•
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which he derisively calls "potato-love." Witness Nietzsche on the
matter:
You cannot endure yourselves and do not love yourselves enough:
now you want to seduce your neighbor to love, and then gild yourself
with his error. Would that you could not endure all sorts of neighbors
and their neighbors: then you would have to create your friend and
his overflowing heart out of yourselves.

In response to this formula for social well-being, Joseph becomes
both a self-seeker and an active idealist. He long for the formation of
humanity into "a colony of the spirit" and feels that the proper solu
tion to his isolation would be the realization that there are others like
himself and that society is not mounted against him like some vast
monolith. Like Henry James, Bellow is inspired by the promise of
human fellowship implicit in American democracy.
Where was that particle of what elsewhere, or in the past, had
spoken in man's favor. There could be no doubt that these billboards,
streets, tracks, houses, ugly and blind, were related to interior life.
And yet. I told myself, there had to be a doubt. There were human
lives organized around these ways and houses, and that they, these
houses, say, were the analogue, that what men created they also were,
through some transcendent rqeans I could not bring myself to concede.
There must be a difference, a quality that eluded me somehow, a
difference between things and persons and even acts and persons.
Otherwise, the people who lived here were actually a reflection of the
things they had liver! among. I had always striven to avoid blaming
them. Was that not in effect behind my daily reading of the paper?
In their businesses and politics, their taverns, movies, assaults, di
vorces. murders. I tried continually to find clear sign of their common
humanity.

Their common humanity. Joseph's quest operates on two levels:
while exposing unexplored elements of himself, he attempts to become
more conversant with the ways and means of the mass of humanity
under which he had previously felt dominated. Now, in his effort to
discover a "common humanity" and "a colony of the spirit" lies a way
to the reconciliation of individual freedom with social demands. But
he discovers eventually that individual freedom cannot survive on a
level ordained by the individual. And Bellow's implication, as expres
sed by Joseph, is that only the artist has the choice of full, extraworldly freedom; for the artist represents Unamuno's "whole man, the
man of flesh and bone," whereas Joseph is compelled to take his place,
not in an underdeveloped society, but in the society of the underde
veloped. The futility of his personal mission overcomes him in a series
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of striking revelations. He undergoes the first of these while trying to
comprehend an aesthetic experience. Joseph is listening to Haydn's
Divertimento for Cello:
It was the first movement, the adagio, that I cared most about. Its
sober opening notes, preliminaries to a thoughtful confession, showed
me that I was still an apprentice in suffering and humiliation. I had
not even begun. I had, furthermore, no right to expect to avoid them.
So much was immediately clear. Surely, no one could plead for excep
tion; that was not a human privilege. What I could do with them,
how to meet them, was answered in the second deliberation: with
grace, without meanness. And though I could not as yet apply that
answer to myself, I recognized its Tightness and was not vehemently
moved by it. Not until I was the whole man could it he my answer,
too. And was I to become this whole man alone, without aid? I was
too weak for it, I did not command the will.

It is not a pompous dictum, Bellow's tacit segregation of two spiri
tual communities — that of the artist, or, roughly, "the whole man;"
and that of the ordinary, regimental human being. To be sure, the
bond that links the two is the constant concern of the artist for the
plight of his social and spiritual counterpart. But this concern
stretches across a distance that is not to be violated by either party.
Notice Joseph's concern when he finds that he is only pretending to
the role of "the whole man." It is a case in which the self, having
failed in the search for a final identity, assumes a bewildering variety
of identities, and extracts itself from each one with the final result
that there is no identity to be had at all — only a sombre enlarge
ment of humanity's shadow.
Joseph resolves his internal conflict by submitting to the most
hyperactive realm of society: he drops out of his dangling position,
gets his feet on the ground, as it were, and joins the army. He has
chosen to fulfill his reflection of an earlier moment and "sacrifice the
mind that sought to be satisfied." It is needless to say, for the point
has been presented, that relationships have not served Joseph's pur
pose. In point of fact, Bellow dismisses private human commitment
dogmatically:
A compact with one woman puts beyond reach what others may
give us to enjoy; the soft blonds and dark, aphrodisiacal women of our
imaginations are set aside. Shall we leave life not knowing them.'
Must we?

Instead of going the route of Baldwin or Roth, Bellow moves his
character out of his isolation not by enrolling him in a sweet, torment
ed love affair, but by committing himself to a system that cannot pos35

sibly return his commitment. This has a cathartic effect. Joseph's
career in the army will so thoroughly submerge him in gross, human
affairs, that the result will be to offset his overwhelming vision of him
self and to pave the way for his acceptance of his humanity. Absence
of self, then, characterizes the final peace in Dangling Man. Says
Joseph on his last civilian day:
I am no longer to be held accountable for myself; I am grateful
for that. I am in other hands, relieved of self-determination, freedom
cancelled. Hurray for regular hours! And for the supervision of the
spirit! Long live regimentation!

Dangling Man, Bellow's first novel, can be regarded as a finger
exercise in preparation for his latest, Herzog. The prose is that same
cerebral outburst peppered with literary references; the sex as halfboiled and humorous; the situation of the characters nearly identical.
Indeed, the narrative method of both Moses Herzog and Joseph is
that which Bellow has developed into his signature style. The narra
tive grows out of the internal monologue ("If I'm out of my mind,
it'<j ill right with me, thought Moses Herzog" — to begin the book)
and into a series of flashbacks. The voice of the narration is either
that of Herzog or, unobtrusively, Bellow. Occasionally, a cinematic
current crosses with the stream of consciousness to create a signifi
cant mental documentary — like the courtroom scene in Herzog.
Moreover, Joseph tells his story in the form of a diary, a loose liter
ary convention; similarly, Herzog, while not ordering his account
chronologically, renders his tale — or the imaginative substance of it
— in the form of letters or silent reflection. The latter he undergoes
usually while waiting for something to come about, or between inci
dents, e.g., the long segment of self-examination that interposes be
tween his session with his mistress, Ramona, and his visit to the mag
istrate's court. The letters, addressed to such personages as President
Eisenhower, Nietzsche, and God, are never sent. They reveal the
active side of Herzog, or what activity is left in this failed and blund
ering man.
Moses Elkanah Herzog, forty-seven, is a veteran of the fifties —
one of the intellectuals whom the general public wished not to climb
down from his ivory tower, but to stay up there. His thought, and the
critical tone that his profession requires of him, have militated against
the fulfillment of his nature: he is a good man, but for some reason
unable to impart his goodness; he is a wise man, trying his damndest
to convey his wisdom to the proper quarters. But his lines of com
munication alwavs seem to become severed by the agencies of evil.
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As a communications officer in the navy, he was assigned the task of
keeping the fleet in constant contact with the home base. Once, when
a thick fog settles over the Mediterranean, Herzog finds himself unable
to get through to anyone and finally submits to panic, bellowing over
the loud speaker in an anticipation of his later despair, "We're lost!!
Fuck!!" It is a very human cry.
Herzog's life has been a succession of burlesque pratfalls. His first
marriage ended in divorce, and his second is at the point of disruption
when we meet Moses. The second marriage is to a "cultured", aggres
sive bitch named Madelaine Pontritter who establishes absolute do
minion over his life: when she no longer cares for New York, she de
mands that Moses invest the twenty grand he inherited from his
father in a summer house in Massachusetts. Herzog, always a good
man, responds to her rule with benign extremes of his own: he insists
that they have sex on the cold tiles of the bathroom floor. (Knowing
Madelaine, the reader takes extraordinary delight in this practice).
However, Madelaine's absolutism ultimately wins out when she en
courages a neighbor — a one-legged poet and radio personality named
Valentine Gersbach — to cuckold her husband. And it is cuckoldrv
to the most farcical degree: Madelaine has Moses install a rail in their
shower stall so that pegleg Valentine can anchor himself.
Herzog, however, self-important, cloistered soul that he is, can
not bring himself to understand Madelaine's treatment of him. Indeed,
he dogmatically refuses to comprehend the common practice of
cruelty. His grounds for refusal are noble, but hardly those of the
martyr:
The revolutions of the twentieth century, the liberations of the
masses by production, created private life but gave nothing to fill it
with. This was where such as he came in. The progress of civilization
— indeed, the survival of civilization — depended on the successes of
Moses E. Herzog. And, in treating him as she did, Madelaine injured
a great project. This was, in the eyes of Moses E. Herzog, what was
so grotesque and deplorable about the experience of Moses E. Herzog.

In this sense, Herzog fits well into the tradition of similar liter
ary figures like Tristram Shandy and Leopold Bloom. His Shandian
aspect is demonstrated by his enthusiasm for imaginative production.
Like Tristram, he is deformed; he seeks to compensate for the deform
ity which might cheat him of his individuality by going to imagina
tive excess and thereby affirming the essence of his individuality. But,
of course, the deformity goees deeper. Like Leopold Bloom, Moses has
sustained injuries on the human and spiritual level. His importance has
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been denied him. The task before him is not a matter of finding a role
in society, but of regaining that which others have conspired to revoke.
Therefore, his letters flow thick and fast He begins to evince a con
cern that often goes to the unnatural limits of gratuitous self-comfort.
But unlike Shandy and Bloom, he integrates his imaginative output
wth an equivalent dose of self-communing rhetoric. To be sure, much
of it remains rhetorical; his thoughts have no particular area; they
share the disarray and mismanagement that beset his life. Yet, like
Joseph of Dangling Man, Herzog has his causes, emphasizes his ideals.
Also, like Joseph, he is in a state of suspension. He says of his medi
tations: "This is how the all-powerful human intellect occupies itself
when it has no occupation."
Herzog constantly pleads for the recognition of basic human
values and hopes for their enhancement. He has written a book called
Romanticism and Christianity. The title reveals all that Herzog wish
es for humanity — the reconciliation of these two mainstreams: the
Romantic, the passionate, irrational way of the individual, married to
the Christian, an affirmative group morality that upholds the most
essential of human values — justice, love, forgiveness, etc. He believes
that the result of this fusion of ethos would be a flexible and redeem
ing system on which society could move without threat of moral
disease or despair.
However, like the Biblical Moses, who stood on a hillside and
watched his people enter the promised land — himself forbidden be
cause of a blasphemous act of self-importance — Moses Herzog con
siders himself unqualified to bring his perfect system to the world:
But he, Herzog, had committed a sin of some kind against his own
heart while in pursuit of a grand synthesis.

What Herzog is looking for, then, is a change of heart — a move
ment away from his self-concern and into an encompassing affection
for the whole of mankind. He is a good man, but of the charitable, in
genuous variety — easily hurt. The sin he has committed has been to
leave his goodness unshielded and thereby allow it to be damaged by
the machinations of less compassionate individuals. In order to guard
against a recurrence of the onslaught on personality, he feels that he
must regain pace with the modern world. He wants to conquer the
cogs that confounded Chaplin in Modern Times. In this sense, Herzog
is very much like Chaplin: the sweet, good patsy out of his historical
element, nearly devoured by the armament of modern society. Herzog
writes:
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Crumbs of decency — all that we paupers can spare one another.
No wonder 'personal' life is a humiliation and to be an individual con
temptible. The historical process, putting clothes on our backs, shoes
on our feet, meat in our mouth, does infinitely more for us by the
indifferent method than anyone does by intention . . . And since these
good commodities are the gifts of anonymous planning and labor,
what intentional goodness can achieve (when the good are amateurs)
becomes the question. Especially if, in the interests of health, our
benevolence and love demand exercise, the creature being emotional
passionate, expressive, a relating animal. A creature of deep peculi
arities, a web of feeling intricacies and ideas now approaching a level
of organization and automatism where he can hope to be free from
humn dependency. People are practicing their condition already. My
emotional type is archaic. Belongs to the agricultural or pastoral stages.

condition, he becomes painfully aware of the tension discussed ear
lier: the irreconcilable gap between the powers of the physical per
son and those of the imagination. Herzog, in trying to put everything
down, to "make steady progress from disorder to harmony," ultimate
ly disables himself. The mood becomes more desperate as each mental
missive is "written" and never sent to its determined recipient. As he
mills out more letters, his mentality takes chaotic turns; on a train
journey, he begins letters to people as various as Ramona, Commis
sioner Wilson and himself:
Quickly, quickly, more! . . . Herzog, now barely looking through
the tinted, immovable sealed window, felt his eager flying spirit
streaming out, speaking, piercing, making clear judgments, uttering
final explanations, necessary words only. He was in whirling ecstasy.
He felt at the same time that his judgments expressed the boundless,
baseless bossiness and willfulnes, the nagging embodied in his own con
stitution.

In Herzog's attitude toward Gersbach and the whole disaster of
his second marriage is an indication of his final vision. He character
izes the radio poet well enough to make him abhorrent, but for some
reason, refuses to castigate him for what he has done. Indeed, he goes
great lengths to validate Gersbach's absurdity. In conversation with
his lawyer, Simkin, for example, he defends his pegleg antagonist
against the vilification of the lawyer:
Simkin: '. . . there was something about his looks, his clothes, his
loud voice and his phoney Yiddish. And such an exhibitionist! I did
n't like the way he hugged you. Even kissed you, if I recall.'
Herzog: 'That's his exuberant Russian personality.'

In his way, also, Herzog proves himself a direct descendant of
Joseph, the Dangling Man. He has an overwhelming sense of hope for
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a 'common humanity.' He feels that, since Gersbach is in and he,
Herzog, is out of the social mainstream, he is in no position to vitu
perate against the poet, facing the penalty of further estrangement.
He becomes enraged when Ramona tries to stir some fight in him by
claiming that "there is nothing so ordinary about marrying a woman
like Madelaine or having a friend like Valentine Gersbach." He feels
protective about the hate he holds for the two — his only positive
emotion — so much so that, when given the chance, he refuses to
murder Gersbach and speaks of him with an ironic undercurrent of
admiration:
Yes, yes. He started out in educational radio and now he's all
over the place. On committees, in the papers, he gives lectures to the
Hadassah . . . readings of his poems. He's on television! Fantastic!
He was such a provincial character he thought there was only one rail
road station in Chicago. And now he's turned out to be a terrific
operator — covers the city in his Lincoln Continental, wearing a tweed
coat, a sort of salmon-puke color.

The two — Valentine and Moses — vie in a sort of representa
tive social competition with Madelaine, playing the part of the bitchgoddess success, as the battleground. Implicit in this competition is
Bellow's comment on the fifties. Both Gersbach and Herzog are rep
resentative figures of that era. Gersbach is the personality of the
fifties, the exponent of "potato love," the professional dilettante who
embodies all the low-order warmth and affection that America wants
and thinks she needs (cf. Eisenhower). Herzog, on the other hand,
offers merely goodness, unadorned, unprotected, hence, victimized. On
this one quality is predicated his whole social vision. And the sorry
aspect of his condition is that, by virtue of his insistence on goodness,
he has been rejected constantly. Throughout his life he has been either
the mortal victim or the disabled survivor. His father hated young
Moses because his scholarship implied virtue and idealism, something
the father, a bootlegger, abjured. Therefore, Herzog's yearning for a
common humanity is doomed to unfulfillment:
Has the filthy moment come when moral feeling dies, conscience
disintegrates, and respect for liberty, law, decency, all the rest collapse
into cowardice, decadence, blood? ... I can't accept this foolish
dreariness. We are talking about the whole of mankind.

The book ends with a completely internal resolution on the part
of Herzog. Unlike Joseph, he does not submit his spirit to formative
regimentation. He knows, and we know, that he is worth much more
than that. At the end, he has returned to his country home in the
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peaceful green shades of the Berkshires; and there he experiences a
new tranquility. As he goes about re-conditioning his cottage out of its
states of disrepair (a state which largely reflects his own condition) he
grows aware of himself as his own community — the only possible
habitation for his "unemployed consciousness." He has not made the
connection. He has not achieved that change of heart because he
ignored the knowledge of cruelty that was a prerequisite to the change.
Herzog remains the overly-sensitive, whole man, for whom society can
find no place, the man who suffers because he has the strength to be
naive. There is a heavy touch of pathos in the last chapter, as he looks
into the furnishings of his crumbling residence:
A strange odor in the toilet bowl attracted his notice next, and
raising the wooden lid he found the small beaked skulls and other re
mains of birds who had nested there after the water was drained, and
then were entombed by the falling lid. He looked grimly in, his heart
aching somewhat at the accident.

His thought becomes more metaphysical and more unified, yet laced
with a tone of resignation. Herzog renounces all further questioning,
declaring: "I'm simply a human being, no more or less." He exalts
himself continually: "God has gilded me all over. I like that, God has
gilded me all over."
Now, in the simplicity of both spiritual and physical isolation,
Herzog realizes that he can ask for no more. He can no longer hope
to extend himself. Here he is to remain and here people must journey
to receive his prophetic wisdom. So the tension between the physical
and intellectual remains irresolute — the former inert, the latter ex
aggerated:
And terrible forces in me, including the force of admiration or
praise, powers, including loving powers, very damaging, making me
almost an idiot because I lacked the power to manage them.

For the first time, he adopts an active life, spending his days
writing ("for the sake of form") or reconditioning his home, "Always
slightly surprised to discover how he had been occupied." His brother
Will pays a visit, with the aim, probably, of surveying Moses' men
tal state. Will, successful, clean-shaven, and cynical of Moses' intel
lect, provides an even contrast with the half-complete condition of the
house and the instability of his brother. But Moses, now almost dan
gerously perceptive, recognizes Will's remote position and his discom
fort in the presence on an obviously unbalanced Herzog. The situation
seems to call for compromise, but Moses refuses to scale down:
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Why must I be such a throb-hearted character . . . But I am. I
am and you can't teach old dogs. Myself is thus and so. And why
fight it? My balance comes from instability. Not organization, of cour
age, as with other people. It's tough, that's how it is. On these terms,
I, too — even I! — apprehend certain things. Perhaps the only way
I'm able to do it. Must play the instrument I've got.

Madness? Yes, but madness at peace, not threatening violent
overturn of the norms it could never achieve. Bellow paints this entire
scene with an enormous wealth of detail. Like Constable, he places
his emphasis on the cool presentation of peace in the landscape. Herzog himself becomes more commonplace; he is described on equal
terms with the quaint caretakers of the village. Yet he neither is, nor
any longer aspires to be a member of the vast human community.
Ramona is on her way. He plans to dine with her, then send her off,
proclaiming, " I will do no more to enact the peculiarities of life. This
is done well enough without my assistance." His attitude now is al
most Godlike. Indeed, he feels himself closest to God of anybody.
"Thou movest me," he repeats, obsessed, and declares: "But what do
you want Herzog?" "But that's just it — not a solitary thing. I am
pretty well satisfied to be just as it is willed, and for as long as I re
main in occupancy."
The stance he adopts is one of neutrality, non-commitment, and
complete internal resolution, self-satisfaction. He needn't, like Joseph,
toss in the towel and follow it. He knows he is good, and he is con
tent to live supported by his own sense of goodness and virtue — a
sense that shapes his own brand of sanity. Herzog sent his last letter,
to God, pages ago. All the others have never been sent, but he has
served his purpose by them. By thinking about and for society, he has
thought himself out of it. The last sentence of the novel eases our
sense of anticipation and introduces us into the achieved tranquility
of Herzog: "At that time he had no messages for anyone. Not a single
word."
A final word about the derivation of the name — Moses Herzog
— something I have speculated upon with pedantic zeal for the last
year. Had Bellow read Ulysses (and the construction of Hetzog sug
gests that he did) he might have chosen "Moses Herzog" out of the
nonsensical list of names that appears on p. 586 of the Modern Lib
rary edition, during one of Stephen's dramatic exchanges. I would
tend, though, to dismiss this tidbit as merely astounding coincidence.
A more tangible guess is that Bellow read Annapur.na and was so in
spired by the ordeal of the author, French mountaineer Maurice Her42
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zog, that he appropriated the name for use in the story of a similar
ordeal — one of wild courage and endurance rewarded by a final sense
of joy. My Frog friends tell me that "Maurice" is another form of
"Moses." Further evidence is supplied by Maurice Herzog's paean in
his account of the climb:
In overstepping our limitations, in touching the extreme bounda
ries of man's world, we have come to know something of its true splen
dor. In my worst moments of anguish, I seemed to discover the deep
significance of existence of which till then I had been unaware. I saw
that it was better to be true than strong. The marks of the ordeal are
apparent on my body. I was saved and I had won my freedom. This
freedom, which I shall never lose, has given me the assurance and
serenity of a man who has fulfilled himself. It has given me the rare
joy of loving that which I used to despise. A new and splendid life has
opened out before me. In this narrative, we bear witness to . . . etc.

He goes on to say, in a remarkable anticipation of Herzog, that "there
are other Annapurnas in the lives of men."
And in Bellow's narrative of the other Herzog is the documen
tation of a "new freedom," but with limitations. Like the Moses of
biblical fame, Moses Elkanah Herzog heralded the promised land, but
was denied entry into it. Unlike Maurice Herzog, he is left standing
atop the mountain, never to descend.
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Contributors
MICHAEL ABRAMSON, photographer of London, Paris, New York and
Gambier, is known to take pictures of Jay Cocks.
MICHAEL K. BERRYHILL offers this issue to certain Teutonic Gods —
Goethe, Thomas Mann and Herr Hecht.
TONY DITARDO, a freshman, is a potential biology major and med
student.
RICHARD G. FREEMAN, Collegian editor, dedicates his paper to
"Helaine Shooster and Stan Ketchel and P. D. Church and the
Hound of the Baskervilles and Vernon Equinox, the great Paki
stani poet.
BRUCE HAYWOOD, dean of the college, delivered his paper four weeks
ago to a Kenyon Symposium audience.
BILL HENDRICKS, a sophomore, has been known to read Homer.
PHILIP RINALDO, a junior, has been known to read Sports Car Graphic.
CARL THAYLER, now an elderly sophomore, will give fatherly advice
to students and younger professors. Carl has contributed much
to what literary excitement exists in Gambier.
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